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"We specialize in bringing you in-line with the real India - traditions, rituals, beauty, heauty, heritage, festivals, 
adventures,wild life, carnivals and many more different facets of our country- INDIA".

TRAVEL PLAN

Dear Traveler

Greetings from ALifetimeTrip

Thank you for choosing us for your travel needs.

Please find herewith all the relevant details (Itinerary, Accommodation) for your trip to 
Kashmir Tulip Special - 9th April 2022.Kindly take a moment to review these.

The travel plan is totally customizable. Please reach your tour planner and ask for changes 
that you would like to incorporate in your vacation.

We value your business and look forward to assist you.

Detailed Itinerary
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Tour Itinerary: Srinagar(2N)-Sonmarg(1N)-Gulmarg(1N)-Pahalgam(2N)

Day 1: Arrival at Srinagar, Transfers to Houseboat
Upon arrival to Srinagar Airport, you shall be picked up in your exclusive vehicle and 
transferred to your beautiful houseboat (guests are advised to arrive by 11AM). Relax for 
some time and later you shall go on a Shikara Ride on Dal Lake. Boating on Dal Lake is 
fabulous experience with the Majestic Himalayan Mountains flanking the Lake in the 
background and the Mughal Gardens and the Markets overlooking the Lake with Pride. 
Watch how life goes on in the Dal, as local kids ply small Shikaras and go to school, adults 
ferry between town and their houses, boatmen come closer to you and offer to take 
photographs, offer to sell saffron and local jewelries. Later, visit the famous ‘Tulip Gardens’, 
along with the many Mughal Gardens of Chashma Shahi, Pari Mahal, Nishat Bagh and many 
such marvels that boast of stunning Persian Architecture. The celebrated Mughal Gardens of 
Kashmir owe their grandeur primarily to Emperor Jahangir who had an undaunted love for 
Kashmir, and his son Shah Jahan.

Day 2: Srinagar to Sonmarg 
After breakfast, proceed to Sonmarg. The meandering road, up in the high Himalayas from 
Srinagar to Sonmarg seem endless, as your eyes remain transfixed on the beauty all around 
you. Sonmarg is known as the ‘Meadow of Gold’ and it is rightly called so with the 
enchanting beauty of Flowery Meadows, Snow-clad Peaks, Glaciers and Pristine Lakes. You 
could opt for horse ride/jeep ride (own cost) to visit Thajiwas Glacier where snow remains 
round the year.

Day 3: Sonmarg to Gulmarg 
After breakfast, drive from Sonmarg to Gulmarg via Tangmarg Road. Situated at an altitude 
of 8,694 feet, the hill station of Gulmarg is a popular ski destination in Kashmir. Gulmarg is 
all about witnessing the scenic beauty of the snow-capped mountains, sprinkled with lush 
green borders, calming weather, and most importantly, adventure activities like Skiing, 
Gulmarg Gondola, Snow Biking, and Sledge Riding. Gulmarg is noted for having one of the 
world's highest gondolas (cable car). Today, you shall go on a fun-filled Gondola Ride that 
offers a thrilling view of fir-clad slopes. Later post afternoon, you may opt for a stroll 
through enchanting valleys, along mountain streams and lakes in the area.

Day 4: Gulmarg to Pahalgam 
After breakfast, proceed towards Pahalgam. Surrounded by Alpine Peaks, the Lidder and 
Seshnag Rivers tumble down picturesque, deep-cut mountain valleys covered with giant 
conifers. The Alpine Meadows, the crisp air and more than 20 lakes here are a hiker's 
paradise. Pahalgam is part of Asia's only saffron growing area. One can see the saffron plants 
in full bloom in the month of November. Upon arrival you could relax for some time & later 
visit an 18-Hole Golf Course. Later in the evening you could go shopping on the beautiful 
streets of Pahalgam.

Day 5: Pahalgam city tour
After breakfast, visit Chandanwadi (3288 meters), Betaab Valley and Aru Valley. Any pony 
rides are directly payable.

Day 6: Pahalgam to Srinagar 
In Pahalgam, visit Betaab Valley and Chandanwari as well as take a horse riding trip to 
Baisaran meadows. After sightseeing around the mountain valley for most of the day, we will 
drive back to Srinagar and transfer to the hotel/ houseboat for overnight stay.

Day 7: Onward Home
Today, after a delicious breakfast, you will be transferred to ‘Srinagar Airport’ for your 
Onward Journey Home with great memories of ‘ALifetimeTrip’.

Hotel Details:CITIESHOTELSSrinagar-2NWhite House Group of Houseboats / SimilarSonmarg-1NGulmarg-1NGulmarg Resorts / SimilarPahalgam-2NPACKAGE COST INCLUDESPACKAGE COST EXCLUDESAccommodation at hotels/resorts/camps on double/triple Occupancy as per requirement.All Applicable TaxesChauffer driven AC Sedan for 2 -3 People, Innova for 4-6 people and Tempo Traveler for 8-12 Person for pick up, drop and sightseeing as per the itinerary. Note: AC will be switched off in hills.Complimentary Shikara ride if you are staying at houseboat.All Applicable TaxesAny entry feesAny Air/Train/ Bus Fares- Best fares, Available On Request.Items of personal nature like porterage, tips, laundryAny expenses for entrance fees or optional activities or tickets, unless quoted in Inclusions.Any optional activitiesPony RideAny expenses for optional activities.Notes:Hotels quoted are subjected to availability, in case non-availability similar category Hotels shall be offered prior to bookingIn Houseboats stay:  During cold waves in parts of Jammu Kashmir, houseboats faces immense hardships in terms of water supply and irregular electricity therefore alternatively the water supply in washroom areas might be provided in buckets.In Gulmarg: During heavy snowfall, there will be a change of the vehicle in Tangmarg which is about 14 kms before Gulmarg. Snowjeeps or chained vehicles will be used from there up to Gulmarg and back for which the clients have to pay an additional amount of INR: 1500/- for return trip.In Pahalgam: Sightseeing of Chandanwari, Betaab Valley, Baisaran Valley and Aru Valley are not included in our packages and can be done on direct payment.In Sonmarg: The vehicle is allowed to drop at main Sonamarg and from there onwards one has to walk up to Thajiwass or one can go by ponies on direct payment.Bank DetailsThis is terms and condition contentCancellation Policy25% Charges of lump sum amount, anytime prior to 30 days of Tour Start.50% Charges of lump sum amount, anytime within 30-15 days prior to Tour Start.75% Charges of lump sum amount, anytime within 15-10 days of Tour Start. 100% Retention Charges thereafter.Terms & ConditionsVouchers are non-transferable and valid only for the services mentioned herein. Any services not specifically requested, confirmed and noted on vouchers will not be rendered.  All extras are to be paid directly to the hotels/the service providers. Please stick to itinerary, anything extra shall be chargeable (at the location itself.)Any service unused is non-refundable.


